Abstract. The brightest DOV white dwarf RXJ 2117+34 was the primary target of the WET campaign in late summer of 1994. We present here the very first report on this campaign.
Introduction
RXJ 2117+34 is the newest member of the PG 1159 (GW Vir) class of variable stars. This DO white dwarf, first identified during ROSAT all sky survey , has been found to be a multimode pulsating variable by Watson (1993) and by Vauclair et al. (1993) . With T eff « 150 000 K , RXJ 2117+34 is the hottest star in its class. It is surrounded by an old, faint planetary nebula, thus it provides a link between the DOV and PNNV groups of variables. Being the brightest among PG 1159-type stars, RXJ 2117+34 is a very important and promising object for asteroseismological study. It was observed as a third priority target during the Whole Earth Telescope run in September 1992 (XCOV8). In August 1994 (XCOV11) it was observed by WET again, this time as a primary target. In this report we present the preliminary analysis of the 1994 WET data. 
Results
RXJ 2117+34 was observed during the XCOV11 campaign between August 2 and August 15, 1994. In total, 219 hours of useful data have been accumulated. The duty cycle for the whole run is 52 %, and for the central 8 days of the run -63 %. All longitudes have been covered. The resulting spectral window is plotted in Fig. 1 (the insert). In the same figure, we display the Fourier spectrum of RXJ 2117+34 in the range of 600 -2100 //Hz, where almost all pulsation power is contained. The noise level in the spectrum varies from 0.5 mma at 600 //Hz down to less than 0.2 mma at frequencies above 1500 //Hz. Visual inspection of Fig. 1 reveals that at least 16 frequencies are present in the range shown. The most prominent peaks correspond to 959 //Hz (A = 3.5 mma), 831 //Hz (A = 2.8 mma), 1180 //Hz (A = 2.2 mma) and 718 //Hz (A = 1.9 mma). Three addition periodicities are detected above 2100 //Hz: 3408 //Hz, 3518 //Hz and 3920 //Hz. Contrary to Vauclair et al. (1993) , we have found no peaks below 650 //Hz.
Comparison between the results of XCOV11 and the published single-site data of Vauclair et al. (1993) shows that the Fourier spectrum of RXJ 2117+34 changes strongly from season to season. Between 1992 and 1994 the overall pulsation amplitude of the star has considerably decreased. The strongest mode is now only 3.5 mma high ( earlier it was 4.8 mma) and only three modes exceed 2 mma (in 1992 there were 7). Comparing individual modes, we find that almost all of them have changed their amplitudes, sometimes by factor of 2 -3. This is the case, for example, for the modes of 654 //Hz and 831 //Hz (by mistake, identified with its alias in the 1992 data), but it is most striking for the mode of 1218 //Hz. In 1992 this frequency was strongly dominating the power spectrum (A = 4.8 mma); in 1994 it is still present, but with the amplitude of only 1.5 mma. Some of the frequencies detected by Vauclair et al. (1993) have disappeared altogether, e.g. 890 //Hz, 951 //Hz, 1024 //Hz, 1289 //Hz and 2109 //Hz. At the same time several new frequencies have appeared in 1994, most prominent are 718 ¿/Hz and 959 //Hz. The latter peak is the highest one in 1994 power spectrum. This strong seasonal variability of the modal content in RXJ 2117+34 implies that data from several years are needed in order to establish a complete list of pulsation modes present in this star.
